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1958

The 1950s

The first catalog
featuring
I Can Read!

After being asked to change the main character to a
human child, Else Holmelund Minarik thought, “Children
of all colors would be reading the stories. All children love
animals. Bears are fine.”

1959

Written by veteran New Yorker cartoonist Syd Hoff,
Danny and the Dinosaur is selected as an Outstanding
Children’s Book of the Year by The New York Times.

Garth Williams is chosen to illustrate
Emmett’s Pig after his work on the popular Charlotte’s Web
displays an affinity for portraying the softer side of swine.

1960

The 1960s

1962
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Cat and Dog, written by Else Holmelund
Minarik and illustrated by Fritz Siebel, is
one of the first Early I Can Read books.

1963

1969

An original
Amelia Bedelia
character
sketch

Amelia Bedelia was written by Peggy Parish, a 3rd
grade teacher at New York’s Dalton School. Initially
a two-color picture book, a newly illustrated edition
in full color is published into the I Can Read format.

1970

The 1970s

Maurice Sendak receives his fifth Caldecott Honor
for the illustrations in Little Bear’s Visit.

Frances began as a picture book character but shifts to
the I Can Read format with A Bargain for Frances.

Six I Can Read titles are
translated into Spanish by
Pura Belpré

1970

An original Frog and Toad
character sketch

Frog and Toad Are Friends receives a Caldecott Honor
and is a finalist for the National Book Award.

1972

1978
Frog and Toad Together receives a Newbery Honor.

Harper announces that I Can Read title, will be available
in paperback for the first time. The first list debuts with
a $1.95 price tag.

The 1980s

1980

In an effort to brand the I Can Read series with a more
cohesive look, each jacket is given a border.

1984

Original
In a Dark, Dark Room
art by Dirk Zimmer!

1986
Folklorist Alvin Schwartz believes younger
children will welcome a “gentle fright.”
In a Dark, Dark Room and Other Scary Stories
is named to multiple Best Books of the Year
lists and receives children’s choice awards in
four states.
Historical I Can Read titles are popular during the mideighties. The Josefina Story Quilt is named to several
Best Books of the Year lists.

1990s

The 1990s

In the early 1990s, I Can Read books are
sorted into levels to help parents select books
appropriate for their child’s reading ability.

1996

An original
cover sketch

My First I Can Read titles premiere with Biscuit
in answer to intense demand for developmentally
appropriate materials to prepare preschoolers for
learning to read. While watching her daughter play with
their neighbor’s frisky dog, Alyssa Capucilli was struck
by her daughter’s patience, as well as the fact that her
little girl thought the dog understood every word she
said. That was the inspiration for the little yellow puppy
and his sweet companion.

An original
Berenstain Bears
character sketch

2005

The 2000s

2008
The Berenstain Bears debut in I Can Read with
The Berenstain Bears Clean House.
An original Little Critter
character sketch

2008

Little Critter’s Snowball Soup
introduces the character of Little
Critter to the I Can Read family.

The 2010s

Original
Pinkalicious
sketches

2010

Popular picture book characters start appearing
more frequently in the I Can Read format,
providing children with a sense of continuity as
they graduate to reading by themselves.

2008

An original
cover sketch

When Jane O’Connor was a small girl, every Sunday,
when her grandma and great aunts came to visit, Jane
would greet them at the door in a tutu and a pair of
her mom’s high heels. She thought she looked très
glamorous! Years later, while she was fixing dinner one
night, the name Fancy Nancy flew into Jane’s head, and
a star made her debut!

2010

In 2010, I Can Read titles began
being released digitally. Today
the list of I Can Read ebooks is
over 300 titles long.

2013
Victoria Kann’s daughters could never seem to get enough
of cupcakes or the color pink! One year, as an April Fools’
joke, Victoria told her family and friends that one of her
daughters had turned pink from eating too many pink
cupcakes—and so the idea for Pinkalicious was born!

2017

I Can Read introduces biographies into the program,
complete with a timeline and historical photos.
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When James Dean first saw
Pete, he was a tiny black kitten
in a shelter. Pete looked like he
had been starved and his black
fur was a mess. At first, James
had no interest in Pete—black
cats were bad luck, after all!
But the scrawny little fellow
stuck his paw out of the cage,
wanting to play! James took
Pete home. And even though
James chose to paint Pete the
Cat blue (his favorite color),
James realizes now that black
cats are actually very good
luck.

Original
Pete the Cat
character
sketch

“I can read! I can read!
Where are the books for me?”
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My First: Shared Reading Tips
Basic language, word repetition, and whimsical illustrations,
ideal for sharing with an emergent reader.
• Read slowly and clearly so that a child can hear every word. Use gestures, body
language, and emotion for fun and emphasis.
• Point to each word asFile
you read
it to help
children learn that each word you say
Name:
icr_logo.ai
corresponds to a word on the page.
• Be prepared to read these books over and over again. Children love the familiarity
and comfort of hearing favorite stories again and again.

Level 1: Beginning Reading Tips
Short sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts for children
eager to read on their own.
• Sounding out words and sentences? Level 1 books are just right for this reader!
• Read these books together at first, letting children develop confidence by
reading with you and then to you and then on their own once they’re familiar
with the words and story.
• Talk to children about the story but also about the words and pictures in the
book. Discuss how they work together to tell the story. Look for words on the
page that match items in the artwork and vice versa.

Level 2: Reading with Help Tips
Engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play for
developing readers.
• Follow the child’s lead and let them tell you when help is needed and when it’s
time for you to step back and let them handle the challenge on their own.
• Talk to children about the familiar topics in these books, expanding their
experience with, understanding of, and vocabulary for this content.
• Encourage young readers to try new authors and new kinds of books. Mysteries,
adventure stories, and humor, for instance, hold a child’s attention while providing
plenty of practice with basic reading skills.

Levels 3 and 4: Advanced Reading Tips
Complex plots, challenging vocabulary, and high-interest topics
for the independent reader. Short paragraphs, chapters, and
exciting themes for the perfect bridge to chapter books.
• This stage of reading is all about practicing the basics of literacy—and a good
story makes the practice feel more like play! These high-interest stories will keep
children engaged while providing plenty of practice with new reading skills.
• Talk to children about the new topics and plots in these books. Help draw
connections between each book and the real world. Share something you know
about a topic, or learn more about it together. Or share stories about people
you know personally or from history who are like the characters in a story.
Engageyoung readers in meaningful discussions about books.
• These books are the last stop before chapter books. They are also good rest
steps along the way between longer reads. Encourage young readers to return
to these books whenever they want to have a bit of a lighter read as they make
their first forays out into the world of fluent readers.
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